
Duty Statement for Junior Customer Team Member
Role reports to Customer Team Supervisor

WEEKEND DAYS 9-3pm = 6 HRS

1. Implement the daily admin checklist upon arrival (e.g ensure tv monitors on and displaying our pricing

and that day’s FSP schedule, tidy main office and briefing rooms put items back where they belong,

comply with COVID-19 cleaning requirements until they are lifted)

2. Calculate and take payments from customers in FSP billing (inc for pilot logbooks, caps etc);  give any

cash to the CEO for banking.

3. Book existing students into FSP for another lesson, in instructor priority order

4. Ensure Instructor’s outdoor lounge area is clean; ensure water cooler has water in it

5. Greet customers and let new students know where to find the bathroom and kitchen

6. Ensure TIF customers sign online form and join RAA as temp member

7. Ensure new students join RAA and then add their membership no.  and expiry date to their profile and

documents in FSP

8. Answer phone calls and action requests. Pass on any messages to Team Leader or  CFI (so we can call

back people with technical questions)

9. Attend to any customers who visit the office

10. Answer general emails and forward others to relevant person, then file emails accordingly

11. Process Adrenaline and Red Balloon TIF bookings, make the bookings in in FSP and file emails

12. Add new students to the MASTER spreadsheet in G drive and send them a welcome email; create their
profile in FSP.

13. Cross check master doc for continuing students who need to be sent GoFly Online access and attached
to syllabus, chase up missing next of kin details and Sling workbook results

14. Monitor and let team leader know if we need to purchase paper, printer and stationery supplies

15. Monitor and let team leader know if we need to purchase logbooks, maps etc from Flight Store

16. Ensure there is paper roll  in the merchant facility

17. Ensure there are enough copies of exam answer sheets, nav charts, CTAF, RAA forms available

18. Ensure bins have liners and regularly empty small bins into large outdoor bins

19. Scan any RAA forms, save doc into Scanned documents on reception computer and attach and email

to RAA. File original forms alphabetically in the orange RAA folder.

20. Ensure exam books are stored safely in the filing cabinet; mark exams using the Zipgrade app, export
and upload results to FSP and Help maintain a safe workplace (report trip hazards, sharp, electrical or
broken items)

21. Other duties as requested by Customer & Compliance Manager, General Manager, CEO/ Owner
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